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elcome to the winter issue of the Journal. Winter has a way of drawing
us down into ourselves. We crave warm fires and wool clothing. Thick

snow covers the landscape and all creatures with good sense hibernate. As the
seasons change, so too changes our taste in food and wine. Is it comfort we seek?
Do we want to be warm inside as well as out? Perhaps you have a favorite winter
wine? If so, let me know and we’ll feature it in next year’s issue.
In this issue of the Journal, on the travel front, winemaker extraordinaire Eric Miller
keeps us on the straight and narrow in the fascinating country of Chile, which has
a variety of climates, extreme high elevations, one of the largest deserts in the
world and a variety of soil types. Find out why Chile has wine, as Eric would say,
without baggage.
Roger Morris provides us with a welcome preview of spring with his article on
the Bordeaux en primeur barrel tastings conducted in April. Roger sampled the
2016 vintage and has plenty to say about it. Roger also explores the rich history of
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Parducci Wine Cellars of Mendocino County, California, which turned 85 this year.
What makes a good wine good? Kristine Austin says it’s all in your mouth. If you
like it, then it’s good, and your tongue and saliva have a lot to do with how you
perceive flavor.
Also in this issue, Stephen Casscles introduces us to Chelois, a French-American
hybrid that makes an excellent vinifera-like red wine. And Michael Cervin literally
uncovers history in the labyrinthian cellars at Champagne Bollinger. As always,
we have “21 Wines to Watch” by Ellen Landis, CS, CSW. In this issue, Ellen features
wines from California, Oregon and Washington, with British Columbia, Michigan
and Israel thrown in for good measure. Bottle prices in this issue’s collection range
from $19 to $64.
				
				Stay thirsty,			
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History
n 2010, an intern

London (in 1981) and is the Champagne

at 12°C all year round with 90% humidity,

was sent into the

of choice for the fictional James Bond.

thus keeping them in optimal condition.

labyrinthian

cellars

at

Aside from that, Bollinger is a circumspect

Bollinger

Champagne House, not seeking attention

in Aÿ, France to begin

for itself. Established in 1829, it is certainly

cataloging some of the

not one of the oldest houses; Maison Runi-

As everyone knows Champagne can be

three-quarters of a million

art began a century earlier, Taittinger was

pricey and Bollinger is no exception. But

bottles. What he stumbled

founded in 1734, and Veuve Clicquot in

physical land in Champagne too is pricey

upon rewrote Bollinger

1772. Bollinger has established itself as one

- between $1 million and $1.5 million Euro

history, brought the

of the premier houses, adamantly devoted

per hectare (just under 2.5 acres) and the

past to life, caused a

to quality. All riddling is done by hand, for

French have a convoluted process of land

sensation at Sotheby’s, and is now a must-

example, and they are Pinot Noir focused

see destination in Aÿ.

- 60% of all their wines are

Champagne

Life in Champagne

The Entrance to Bollinger

made up of Pinot Noir, not

The Intern In Turn

Chardonnay, as the base.
Because of this you find

Prior to this monumental discovery, which

less biscuit, yeast and green

we shall unveil in due time, Champagne

apple notes. They store

Bollinger was served at the real-life wed-

700,000 magnum reserves

ding of Prince Charles and Lady Diana in

in caves that are balanced
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usage with parcels that rarely come up for

by the older vintages of Bollinger I tasted.

The Intern

sale. There are about 15,000 growers in

Roughly 300 million bottles are produced

In 2010, an intern was searching for older

Champagne, yet only 5,000 of those

in this small region every year on just

vintages and down one of the long

produce their own wines. The other 10,000

82,000 acres.

tunnels was a small room to his right, one

growers sell their grapes to the large Champagne houses like Moët & Chandon - the

of many small rooms to the right and left

The House

dotted throughout the nearly six kilome-

largest landowner in Champagne - and

ters of tunnels buried in the Champagne

Bollinger, among others. This symbiotic

It’s about an hour ride on the TGV train

soil. Entering that room was a smaller room

relationship has existed for hundreds of

from Charles De Gaulle Airport to Aÿ in

immediately to his left. That small room,

years and seems to satisfy the needs of

Champagne’s heart and when I arrive it’s

Discovered:
by Michael Cervin

Champagne Bollinger Uncovers Its Roots

everyone - the big houses get grapes for

late, so I head to the nearby hotel and wait

which I now stand in, was crammed full

producing volume and the small growers

for morning. After breakfast I walk through

of dozens of racks of bottles and as these

sell their grapes for profit.

the compact, unassuming village, noticing

were pulled out there were small compart-

the cemetery abutting the vineyards, walk

ments, about waist high, closed with small

Champagne has a long and wild histo-

down the quiet streets, and turn into the

arched wood doors.

ry. The Benedictine monk Dom Perignon

magnificent edifice of Bollinger. I’m here to

is credited with, not inventing Cham-

see and to taste history.

pagne, but rather perfecting the process.

“The entrance was blocked by walls of 600
empty bottles and magnums,” de Rivoire

Two monks capitalized on the trend

Bollinger began restoration of some of

says. Once the racks were cleared away

of sparkling wine in the late 1600s; Jean

their older vintages as early as 1969,

there were bottles - dozens and dozens

Oudart and Dom Perignon both began

according to Commercial Director Guy de

of them, full of Champagne; no labels, just

experiments with secondary fermentation.

Rivoire. “For most of the bottles it is taking

codes. Initially, no one knew what they

Dom Perignon, however, is credited with

the bottle, opening them, changing the

were or why they were here.

sourcing grapes from a variety of vine-

cork, putting on new wire, essentially

yards and blending wines to produce

protecting them, letting them continue on

“No one at Bollinger, none of the parents of

consistency. Historically Champagne was

with their life.”

the employees - because we have several

a sweeter wine, typically ten times sweeter

generations working here - no shareholders

than the ones we have today, as evidenced

knew of the existence of these bottles so
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Cellar Master Gilles Descotes in the Bollinger vineyards

But what does one do with 180-year-old

lacquered cases and racks; shadows and

bottles? They had already developed three

hues, light and dark playing against wine

initiatives back in 1969 - archive, restoration

bottles. The sound of our shoes echo out

and presentation, and with that, a subterra-

from the stone floor and it’s all very sleek

nean gallery was born in order to showcase

and sexy, very James Bond.

Bollinger history, known as Galerie 1829. “In
Galerie 1829 we present all the top vin-

Flanking the vault are bottles from across

tages of Bollinger starting in 1830.” Of the

the century, their date emblazoned with

original 54 bottles found from 1830, only 13

a gold pen. At the end in the far distance

remained in stable condition and are now

is the prize of Bollinger’s possessions - 13

on display - the others were in such poor

bottles from 1830. It is at once impressive

condition they could not be saved.

and curiously static. It is also not easy to get

we don’t know when they were put there.
There were marks indicating the end of the

Galerie 1829 houses a number of different vintages

19th, beginning of the 20th Century so we
think they might have been stored there
between the two World Wars, but we don’t
really know,” he said.
Marked with a code, CB 14, staff frantically
searched the written archives. “That was
the key discovery of 54 bottles coded CB
14, and we were able to decipher they were
from the foundation of Bollinger - these
were our very first Champagnes.” De Rivoire

There are 65 distinct vintages showcased

invited to Galerie 1829; in fact James Bond

pauses, sighs, and you understand that this

here, a total of 7,330 bottles, magnums

could probably not sleuth his way in. A visit

is a very personal thing. “You can imagine

and jeroboams and 4,000 of those were

is only for the few, the elite collectors and

the emotion,” he whispers to me.

restored. Galerie 1829 itself is dimly lit;

no, there are no tastings of any of the

amber tones emanating underneath black

historic vintages. To help cement the exclusivity, Bollinger auctioned off a bottle of the

The complete tasting line-up

1914 vintage combined with a visit to the
estate, which went for $10,000 at Sotheby’s
New York in November 2016. I was
fortunate enough to not pay that amount
and to visit Bollinger and taste through
several older vintages including 1992, 1975,
1973 (in jeroboam, magnum and bottle),
1964, 1955, 1928 and the prized 1914.
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Tasting Notes of Select Vintages
1973

1955

1928

1914

Comprised of 70% Pinot Noir

An even growing season lead

The average harvest date of

Made primarily of Bouzy Pinot

and 30% Chardonnay from

to an early October harvest.

this vintage was September

Noir, records indicated that

mainly eight different vine-

Disgorged in 1967, this is lush

28. A few frosts were recorded

harvest was late September

yards, this was served at Lady

and full, nearly perfume-like.

in May but that was tempered

after a long uninterrupted

Diana’s wedding. Harvest

The palate is filled with sweet

by a long harvest. Twelve

growing season. This is lighter

and bud break were normal,

meringue, resin, and a tart-

grams per liter of residual

in style but more viscous,

though hail occurred early

ness grips the finish followed

sugar are in this; there’s a simi-

aged on the lees, no ML, still

May. Classic nose with light

by a bright acidity. Sweeter in

lar style to Sauternes, but with

very drinkable. The acidity

tart expression, bright acidity,

style (13 grams of sugar), yet

smoked apple wood oak,

has waned and the structure

green apple, baked brie with

wonderfully drinkable and

sweet butterscotch, honeyed

is slightly compromised,

back notes of honey and

smooth.

notes and the acidity and

nonetheless this 103-year-old

comprehensive quality of the

Champagne is still delightful.

stone. Disgorged late 2012.

wine is still evident.

About The Author

Six kilometers of tunnels run underneath the House

Michael Cervin is a professional wine and spirits
writer, wine and spirits judge and author of the book,
California Wine Country. He contributes to diverse
publications including Robb Report, The Hollywood
Reporter, Forbes, The Tasting Panel, Sommelier Journal,
Wine Enthusiast and others. As a judge he is routinely invited to competitions including: The Critics
Challenge, The San Francisco International Wine
Competition, San Diego Wine & Spirits Challenge,
and The California State Fair. He can be reached at
michalcervin@gmail.com
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helois makes an excellent vinifera-like red wine that

constitutes about 50 percent of its genetic make-up and

is complex, approachable, and which has great balance

includes Dattier, Aramon, Alicante Bouschet, Black Hamburg,

and tannin structure. As an added bonus, it is a good per-

Grenache, and Piquepoul. The non-vinifera ancestors to Chelois

former in the field. Chelois is a French-American hybrid

include, in equal parts, the American grape species rupestris,

CHELOIS

that was developed by the French grape breeder Albert Seibel

riparia, and labrusca.

by J. Stephen Casscles

(1844-1936) who lived in the commune of Aubenas, Arde-

THE MISSOURI BREAK

che Department, in the Rhone-Alpes region of France, which is
south of Lyon. Chelois, a hybrid of S.5163 x S.5593, was

A little biographical background on Chelois’ hybridizer,

hybridized during the first part of the twentieth century and

Dr. Albert Seibel is in order. Dr. Seibel was a physician who was

has the same seed parent (S. 5163) as the red Seibel hybrids

also a viticulturalist. He began hybridizing grapes in 1874 at

Chancellor and De Chaunac. The vinifera heritage of Chelois

the age of thirty. His professional success can probably be

Getty Images
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attributed to his sixty years of dedication to breeding grapes
and a long healthy life. His first hybrids had mediocre results,
so Seibel gave up breeding grapes for a while. He started
breeding again in 1886, when his neighbor, Eugene Contassot,
a local pastry maker, offered Dr. Seibel seeds from his hybrids
in which the seed parent was Jaeger 70 (a lincecumii
x rupestris hybrid) produced by Hermann Jaeger (1844-95) of
Neosho, Missouri. Seeds were also offered to Georges Couderc,
also of Aubenas, who originated many rootstocks and grape
hybrids from 1881 onward.
These Contassot seeds yielded Dr. Seibel his first plants, which
he numbered 1, 2, 3, etc., until his final hybrid crosses tallied
over 19,975 fifty years later. The names of some of Seibel’s more

Dr. Albert Seibel 1844-1936

noted grape hybrids, in addition to Chelois, include Chancellor,
Rayon d’Or, Aurore, De Chaunac, Plantet, Rougeon, Subereux,

The vine is healthy, vigorous, and large with a slightly upward

Colobel, Cascade, and Verdelet. In 1895, Seibel founded a school

to lateral growth habit that is somewhat bushy. Chelois tends

to teach grafting methods and operated a nursery business

to grow with an open canopy, which increases sunlight to the

where he sold cuttings of his hybrid grape varieties throughout

fruit, encourages the foliage and fruit to dry off quickly to help

France. Shortly after World War II, over 500 different commer-

reduce fungus disease pressure, and facilitates spray material

cially grown Seibel varieties covered more than 370,000 acres

applications. The variety should either be short cane or spur

of vineyards in France. Even as late as 1960, Seibel hybrids

pruned. The very compact cluster is medium in size and

accounted for approximately one-third of all French-American

cylindrical with a round medium-sized blue-black berry. The

hybrids grown in France. At that time, French-American hybrids

vine likes deep, well drained, and rocky soils and does not do

made up one-third of all vineyard lands in France, with Chelois

well in droughty growing conditions or in heavy clay soils.

covering 2,236 acres in 1960. Nearly all grape hybridizers today

Further, cluster thinning is often needed to increase wine quality

use at least some of the progeny that he developed.

and to advance the date in which Chelois can be harvested.

Chelois is a vigorous grower that is moderately productive. Its

The grape is somewhat resistant to black rot and downy

harvest date is no earlier than late mid-season to early late

mildew, but is susceptible to powdery mildew. Further, due to

season. It ripens about ten days after Baco Noir. Its bud break

its very compact cluster, it can get bunch rot and its berries

is late, which reduces the risk of spring frost damage, and if it is

can split during harvest if hit by a heavy rain. To protect against

injured, it has a small secondary crop.

bunch rot, it is best to spray heavily just before the growing
berries of the cluster close in so that the spray gets behind the

The variety is winter hardy to very hardy, but less so than

berry. The variety is not sensitive to sulfur treatments. Often,

Marechal Foch or Baco Noir. However, even in severe winters,

Chelois, or the cuttings of Chelois available in the United States,

it has enough wood to generate sufficient fruitful buds to ob-

seem to have a virus problem, perhaps tomato ringspot virus,

tain a full crop. To ensure success, Chelois should be planted on

which can lead to early decline of the vine. My own experi-

better sites to increase production, but more importantly,

ence is that a small percentage of Chelois vines, approximately

to bolster its already superior winemaking capabilities.

10 to 15 percent, in a vineyard block will decline after twelve
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to fifteen years, and more mortality may occur after fifteen

nin structure, and an approachable acid profile that ages

years, but those vines can be replaced by layering. The wine/

very nicely for twenty years. Chelois is a complicated wine so

grape industry and the agricultural academic and research

it has many descriptors. Some commentators suggested that

community should make it a priority to clean-up Chelois by

it was Burgundian in character, and others maintained that it

isolating and removing this virus from Chelois plants so that

was more like Bordeaux as it ages. I maintain that it is some-

more clean-uninfected vines can be set out in our cool

thing different and has unique qualities all its own. Walter S.

climate regions.

Taylor, of Bully Hill Vineyards, wrote that “a wonderful balance
is found in this variety. Lightly flavored both in bouquet and

BURGUNDY OR BORDEAUX?

taste, its color is nicely rubied and its tartness neutral.” I would
suggest that Chelois is more Burgundian and similar to a dark

The quality of wine made from Chelois is excellent. Philip

Pinot Noir with elements of a light Cabernet Franc.

Wagner maintained that a good deal of Chelois was
grown on the “wrong side of the road” in

The color is a medium red, with no purple/blue hues like many
other French-American hybrids. The color can turn to a brick

Burgundy.

Chelois

red/red eight to twelve years after it is bottled. The nose of

has a soft mature

this medium-bodied red wine is aromatic, complex, and

fruit, a medi-

layered with elements of dried fruits,

um-bod-

smokey wood, cedar box, black

ied tan-

cherry, raspberries, and other berries, strawberry jam,
and a nice spiciness reminiscent of anise and eucalyptus.
Some darker Chelois will have in
the nose, taste, and finish the flavors
of tobacco, burnt toast, and barbecued meat that
meld with dark black cherry
and black raspberry flavors.
Chelois has a firm, but approachable acid/tannin
profile that can stand
on its own or it can
be blended with
other reds such as
Cascade, Marechal
Foch, Baco Noir,
Chambourcin,

or

Burdin red hybrids
to add complexity.
As one of the winemakers at the Hud12 |
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son-Chatham Winery, in the Hudson Valley, we like the flavor
profile, tannin structure, and aging ability of Chelois very much.

CLASSIFIEDS

Further, the winery is planting more Chelois and urging
commercial growers to plant more as well.

ITALIAN WINE TOURS

What distinguishes Chelois from many other French-American

La Dolce Vita Wine Tours

hybrid wines is that it has a very complete vinifera taste that

Sample the best of Barolo, Brunello & more.

has soft spice and black pepper which permeates the nose and

Small groups (2-14), gourmet dinners, informative

taste. This interesting and layered wine has the same nose as

guides on 17 itineraries in Italy, Rioja & the Douro

its taste and then its finish. As the wine gets older, the fruit
flavors remain, but the structure becomes more noticeable
with earth and wet-brick flavors, and the body, while still
velvety, has a grainy complex presence that gives structure to
the entire wine. The wines age well and needs oak to enhance
its quality immeasurably.

Valley.
Also wine/hiking combos.

888.746.0022
dolcetours.com

Since Chelois tends to be medium bodied with soft, but firm
tannins, it blends well with deep pigmented/high acid wines
such as Baco Noir and Minnesota hybrids such as
Frontenac, Marquette and Sabrevois, to tone down their deep
purple pigments and high acids. Also, Chelois blends well with
heavy-bodied reds such as Chambourcin, Chancellor, Cabernet

About The Author

Franc, or Cabernet Sauvignon, and the resultant wine remains
a hefty long-lived wine, but is much more approachable for
the consumer. Chelois also blends well with lighter bodied
red wines, such as Cascade or Burdin 6055, to either soften the
Chelois or to beef up the lighter reds. Further, because of its
medium body and forward berry nose, it has been successfully

Stephen Casscles comes from a fruit growing family based
in the Mid-Hudson Valley since the 1870s. In 2015, he
authored Grapes of the Hudson Valley and Other Cool Climate
Regions of the United States and Canada. He has been

made into quality rosé and Nouveau wines.
a frequent guest speaker and lecturer in the Hudson Valley
More Chelois should be planted in our cool climate areas

and New York City area and continues to write articles for

by both commercial and hobbyist growers alike due to its
strengths in the field. Further, increasing the supply of Chelois
can help our east coast wineries to produce more of this excellent
wine in sufficient qualities for the market. Also, having more
Chelois wines around in the cellar would be beneficial for

wine/agricultural industry journals, as well as speak on the
radio about grapes, winemaking, and horticultural topics.
He can be reached at Cassclesjs@yahoo.com.

enhancing red wine blends to help a winery’s bottom line.
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by Roger Morris

Rite of Spring
The en primeur barrel tastings in April set the prices – and the reputation –
of the vintage as well as those of the individual châteaux.
The sampling of vintage 2016 was no different.

B

ordeaux has a long-existing

who sell it to us. In the U.S., this is called

annual rite of spring that is as stylized

the three-tier system.

and predictable as the mating dance

of the Sandhill crane. But, before we get

This doesn’t happen in most of Bordeaux.

to the dance performed in early April, first

In Bordeaux, there are more than 100

some background.

merchants called négociants who collectively constitute La Place de Bordeaux

Getty Images

The dance is variously called “primeurs,”

– the Bordeaux wine market as it has

“en primeur” and “barrel tastings,” and,

existed for centuries. Each château

taken as a whole, it is unique in the wine

generally sells its wine to a large number of

industry. Let’s begin not with the châteaux

these merchants, with some first growths

which produce wines, but with the people

working with as many as 80 different ones

or companies who sell their wines world-

in an agreed upon allocation algorithm.

wide. Wine in other regions of France, as

Even if the market is slow for Bordeaux

well as around the world, normally hook

wine, most négoces buy their allocation for

up with one or more importers in the

fear of being dropped and not getting any

major countries who then sell the wine as

wine in future vintages. Typically, châteaux

soon as it is bottled and released to their

have two or three dozen négoces – if they

distributors or wholesalers. These, in turn,

are lucky.

sell the wine to retailers and restaurants,
14 |
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Why so many? Each négociant has
cultivated its only worldwide network of
buyers, which means that a château’s wine
in theory gets maximum distribution the
more négociants the estate has. Think of
it this way. Would you rather have one
person touting your product or message
on Twitter, Facebook or Instagram or
having dozens spreading the word?

La Place de Bordeau

The second thing that makes Bordeaux’ rite

while others are bungalows. You can check

participate in the panel tastings of 30 or so

of spring unusual is that wine from the

your tax bill for what the valuation is, while

wines from châteaux of a particular region,

previous vintage – in 2016 for example

in Bordeaux, everyone knows everyone

such as Pauillac, but to only arrange visits

– is sold the next spring to La Place at a

else’s reputation and what they sold the

to individual estates – about 25 of them.

discount or “opening price” for future

wine for last year, which is a start.

I would taste fewer wines, but I would have
more time to talk to individual producers.

delivery to the négociants’ warehouses,
usually within a couple of years after it has

But you still have to decide how much to

So I set up meetings with the big five of the

been aged and bottled.

raise or lower your price without knowing

Left Bank – Latour, Lafite, Mouton, Margaux

what others will be charging. So there is a

and Haut Brion; with some of the top ones

Thus the reason for the tastings – they

reluctance to go first. Do it early, and

on the Right Bank – Cheval Blanc, Le Pin,

allow négoces, wholesalers, even large

perhaps get a jump, but what if your

Ausone, Pavie and the Moueix stable,

retailers, as well as the media, the

neighbor, who has a similar house, takes

as well as several second- and third-tier

opportunity to taste each château’s wines,

a chance and increases his rent by much

properties which constitute great value.

even though they have been only a few

more than you do – and gets it? Are you

months in the barrel and usually are not

afraid you’ll leave money on the table

Vintage 2016 turned out to be an excel-

even the final blend. So, basically, each

and also lower the market’s evaluation of

lent one, but one of great drama. A flood

merchant gets an idea what the total

where you are in the pecking order come

of rain in the spring, then an unusually

vintage is like on the Left and Right Banks

next year?

dry summer which was saved by September rain and a long harvest period. “Things

as well as what each individual château –
Every year, dazed writers and not a few

looked grim for a while, but we had a happy

wine importers say, “This is a crazy system,

ending – just like in the movies,” said Jean

Finally, the third thing – the Campaign.

and it’s going to have to change.” But it

Garandeau, marketing director of Château

Let’s say you live in a resort neighborhood

really doesn’t have to change, and likely

Latour. Although Latour famously dropped

where every owner, including you, is going

won’t, because it works and has worked for

out of the futures game five years ago, it

to put your house up for rent. Oh, there

hundreds of years with periodic updates.

still participates in barrel tastings.

will be plenty of renters if it’s a good

If it ain’t broke, why fix it?

scores of them – has to offer.

And, surprisingly, the vintage was very

neighborhood, but the big question how
much will you charge? Not all the houses

April 2016 was my first trip to primeurs in

good across most of Bordeaux, which isn’t

are the same: Some are obviously mansions

a few years, and this time I decided not to

usually the case. “What makes a vintage
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Pavie, its 14.6 per cent alcohol may strike

When I left Bordeaux, there was the

some as too high, although the final blend

general feeling that there would be a price

may reduce that somewhat. The second

increase among most producers, although

problem was yield. Although most

not huge ones – perhaps between five and

châteaux had increases in production,

10 percent. Few expected any big surpris-

those which are organic or biodynamic lost

es. “Bordeaux is really a small village,” said

crop early when the spring rains caused

Mouton’s marketing director Hervé Gouin

mildew, and their limited measures to

in discussing pricing. “We generally

control it were not adequate. That was

collectively make a good choice – or

the case with both Smith Haut Lafitte and

a big mistake.”

Palmer, although the wines both made
were quite lovely.

Chateau Mouton Rothschild

great is that it produces great wines
in all the appellations, which the 2016

Philippe Dhaullin

did,” said Château d’Issan proprietor
Emmanuel Cruse. As far as style in concerned, Pierre-Olivier Clouet, who makes
the wines at Château Cheval Blanc, added
that, whereas the highly touted 2015’s were
“round and full, the 2016’s are classic, one of
the greatest vintages in 30 years.”

About The Author
Roger

Philippe Dhalluin, winemaker at Château
Mouton Rothschild, agreed. “The 2016’s
have freshness, balance and length,” he
said. “They are perhaps closest in compar-

Morris

is

a

Pennsylva-

nia-based writer who contributes
article to several publications,
including: Wine Enthusiast, Town &

ison to the 1986 vintage, but with better

Country, The Drinks Business,

maturity and riper tannins.”

Beverage Media and TheDailyMeal.
com. Roger can be reached at

If there were any complaints with the
vintage, they were two of different natures.

londonbritain@msn.com.

One was that alcohols were at higher levels
at some Right Bank châteaux. Although I
enjoyed the boldest and the flavors of the

16 |
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T

he success of Chilean wines is not about their

that many grapevine predators have difficulty surviving.)

classification. It’s not about Arnold Palmer golf clubs or

The country is about as long as the US is wide, with one main

carbon fiber wheels. You don’t have to choose from the

(paved) road north and south, but it’s only about 200 miles

right or left bank. Or take out a loan to finance a great

east to west. This uplifted mineral-rich nation is a product of

bottle. Chilean wines come from a familiar place we have all

earthquakes and volcanic eruptions – in fact, Chile is one of the

heard about and they come without all that baggage. For me,

borders of the Ring of Fire. During a week-long visit there, I

Chile’s success is about how good the wines taste, the

witnessed three small earthquakes and saw many wineries that

familiar grapes they are made from, and their modest pricing.

bear the scars of such quakes on their tanks.

You can start your cork screws because that’s all you really need
to know before you start pouring.

Because it runs almost from the equator to the South Pole,
Chile has a variety of climates, extreme high elevations, one of

THE STRAIGHT AND NARROW

the largest deserts in the world and a variety of soil types. And
don’t forget about the Humbolt Current that flows along the

It’s even hard to get lost there. If you see the Andes Mountains

Pacific Coast chilling the night air, creating that

you are looking east. Since there is so little rainfall, the

magical diurnal variation that is the ephemeral soul of

snow-capped mountains you see provide the run-off as

some of the world’s greatest wines.

Chile

water for irrigation. (In fact this Mediterranean climate is so dry

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G
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Carmenère blend) he told me how much had taken place in
the 1990s to position Chile for the international market. At first
the industry began looking for the best clones of the Bordeaux
varieties (and in doing so found that they had earlier mistaken
Carmenère for Merlot). Mid-decade they identified the trend
toward lighter, fresher, dry fruity whites with acidity, and
focused on Sauvignon Blanc. By early 2000 the next focus was
on Pinot Noir; so move over New Zealand and Oregon!
Smiljan Radic VinaVIK

Today, Chile has enough wineries to keep you traveling for a
You can look it up on Wikipedia to get the whole download,

month. If you decide to visit, you’ll have to choose between

but here’s a brief history. Chile began growing wine grapes in

many excellent properties in the central and northern

the 16th century when the Spanish conquistadors brought

viticultural areas. It’s not uncommon for a winery to offer the

vitis vinifera wines with them as they colonized South America.

best dining in its area. The people themselves are friendly and

In the mid-1800s a great many Bordeaux winemakers came

welcoming. You’ll find even modest dwellings are typically

to Chile because their old world vineyards were being

neat and cared-for in both the city and the country. I loved the

devastated by Phyloxera. Not surprisingly, they brought familiar

creative street murals all over Valparaìso. Good restaurants and

grapes like Cabernet Sauvignon and Pinot Noir. Chilenos have

cool hotels are easy to find. Their meats and fish are as fresh and

historically consumed large quantities of their own wines and

local as their fruits and vegetables. Check out WinesofChile.org

spirits but only recently addressed global markets. In 1995,

or send me a note if you want to bounce around some ideas.

Chile established its own up-to-date hybrid of U.S. and
European regulations for labeling, export and production plus
the boundaries of its wine districts.

About The Author

The Winery at VIK

Eric Miller has been an east coast American
winemaker for more than 40 years, first at his
family’s Benmarl Vineyards in New York State and
then at Chaddsford Winery in Pennsylvania, which
he founded and co-owned from 1982 through 2012.
He has spent all of his adult life growing, conceiving
and producing wines, learning and teaching about
wine, traveling to wine regions around the world,
and, most importantly, tasting and drinking wine.
He can be reached at www.Eric@SluttyZin.com.

A NEW WORLD OF WINES
I was thrilled to have lunch with Fernando Pavón recently. His
family became legendary when they proved brilliant organic
wines could be grown on a large scale at their Emiliana winery.
While sipping on his plush 2013 Coyam (a dominantly Syrah/
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Drink These Wines
• Fear not the Black Box. For about $17 you can get a three
liter (four 750 ml. bottles) box of simple, light, clean, true to
variety Chilean wine that you can tap for a month without it
going bad.

Apalta, anti-up for Neyen’s Cabernet/Carmenère blend and
Casa Lapostolle’s Clos Apalta. If you want to spend less for
a beautiful Carmenère without the prestige of Apalta, go a few
miles further south to the smaller Hacienda Araucano.

• Matitic is a progressive bio-dynamic winery, spa and superb
restaurant in the San Antonio Valley. Like so many South
American wineries they price their wines at “Good, Better, Best”
but their high-end Pinot Noir and Chardonnay will lift your lid
without breaking the bank.

• I drink a lot of Concha y Toro when I am in Mexico and
Central America and I thank heaven they are so big, so well
distributed and consistently good. After fawning over their
updated style of Limari Valley Chardonnay (crisp acidity, light
on the oak, delicate fruit) it was explained to me that such
quality is achieved by giving each of their wineries and
winemakers a great deal of freedom to make important stylistic
decisions. A successful plan.

• Just down the road is the smaller Viña Casa Marín where
winemaker María Luz Marín produces an incredible range of
perfect wines from Gewürztraminer to Pinot Noir that will
make your think you are drinking the top end of Alsace.
• I asked if the ubiquitous Carmenère is the signature grape
of Chile and was told by several winemakers, in no uncertain
terms, that they have been given soils and climates that
provide ideal conditions for many varieties but….the discipline
required for top Carmenère is to selectively pick the
irregular ripening clusters over a couple of weeks, as they
out-grow grassy herbaceous characteristics and show more of
a cherry-pie like ripeness. If you have a few extra bucks to spend,
a mind-blowing example of this is Vic, located on the flip side
of Apalta Mountain in Colchagua. If you can’t get enough

• While in the Colchagua Valley on a Sunday, when most
restaurants are closed, my lunch option was reduced to
Viu Manent winery. Sometimes you just get lucky. There I sat
under an arbor of ancient vines, watching horse drawn
carriages meander through the vineyards while being served
an asada to die for. They were offering their single vineyard
bottlings by the glass so I ordered them all! I can still taste the
rich, textured, complex ripe fruit flavors reminiscent of beloved
Napa Cabernet Sauvignon and marveled that it can be found
for half the price in Chile.
Now I just need to figure out a way to go back.

The Winery at VIK
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G
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F
		

ounded in 1932,

CLIMATE AND CULTURE

Parducci Wine Cellars was

for years the only winer y

For decades, Mendocino County has

located in Mendocino County that

been known both for its climate and its

had any national distribution. As such, it

culture. From a winegrowing perspective,

became one of the double handfuls

Mendocino’s cool marine climate has in

of recognized producers that came to

waves lured those in search of the

national attention during the reawaken-

perfect place to produce sparkling wines,

ing of the California wine industry during

to grow Alsace-German varieties such as

the 1970s and 1980s.

Riesling and Gewürztraminer and, more
recently, to make Pinot Noir and

Through the intervening years, the

Chardonnay. From a cultural standpoint,

winery has passed from the Parducci

its remote location and dense forests

family through various owners. Howev-

lured those who wanted to live if, not

er, the fabled John Parducci served as

off the grid, then hidden under it, as well

winemaker from 1940 until 1994, helping

as those in search of a less- densely-

to create a class of affordable premium

populated venue to illegally grow

,
i
c
c
u
d
r
a
P

wines k nown as “fighting varietals.”

endo

un
o
C
o
cin

cool-weather

marijuana.

t

those mak ing wine in next-door

Today, its current owner – the Mendocino

Sonoma County or in over-the -

Wine Company and the Thornhill family

mountains

– wants to boost its reputation as being

clearing the forests involved removal of

one of the leaders of this northern

stubborn redwood trees.

although

California country’s burgeoning wine
In 2004, the Thornhill family, newly arrived in northern California, teamed
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up with Paul Dolan, the former head

of Fetzer, to buy Parducci and form the

Additionally,

Napa Valley,
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land was cheaper here than it was for

industry. The current vintage is its 85th.

wen gnigduJ nhoj

rris

by

The M

egatniv
John judging a new vintage

Mendocino Wine Company (MWC). The
partnership lasted only until 2012, when

the Thornhills fired Dolan, claiming he
shared confidential information with a
competitor. Two years later, a settlement
was reached which saw Dolan surren-

dering the rights to his iconic Paul Dolan
wine brand to MWC.
Shortly following John Parducci’s tenure,
Bob Swain became head winemaker
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

in 1997 and quick ly instituted an

Parducci today produces wines at two

The WMC has several brands in its Life-

accelerated barrel-aging program. Swain

levels. First are its classic varietals that

style portfolio which it either created or

is still working to improve the brand 20

sell at the $10-$12 introductory level.

purchased, including SketchBook,

years later.

Then in 2003, MWC introduced True Grit

Zig Zag Zin, Fifty Shades of Grey, Wines

as a sub-brand, re-launching it in 2012.

that Rock, Zin-Phomaniac, Tie-Dye,

SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES

True Grit is the reserve line which sells at

d
e
h
s
e
r
f
e
R
the winery for about $30. Additionally,

In recent years, Parducci has also become

Parducci released earlier this year a new

known for its sustainable practices,

celebratory wine: “85,” a special cuvée

including laying claim to being America’s

first carbon neutral winery. Additionally,

ue
r
t
s
y
sta

t

ts
o
o
r
s
o it

.

honoring John Parducci and the winery’s
85th harvest. The wine is composed of

Parducci won the Governor’s Environ-

Cabernet Sauvignon (69%), Merlot (18%),

mental and Economic Leadership Award,

Petite Verdot (8%) and Cabernet Franc

California’s highest environmental honor,

(5%), all from Mendocino County. It is

in 2007, 2009 and 2015.

priced at $45 per bottle, with the 241
cases produced available directly from

“All our growth is focused on building

the winery.

and reintroducing the Parducci brand to
American drinkers,” says Chase Thornhill,

“We intend for the Parducci and Paul

senior brand manager. “Parducci is the

Dolan brands to continue to have

longest continuing Mendocino County

all-Mendocino grapes,” Thornhill says.

brand, and we want to continue to focus

In addition, the Thornhills also created

it on the Mendocino appellation.” Part

t h e p r e m i u m l i n e c a l l e d M o n i k e r,

of Parducci’s historic reputation rests on

mostly coming from a single source, their

Paul Parducci’s early emphasis on varietal

La Ribera, which they purchased before

labeling, including even the lowly French

entering the partnership with Dolan.

Colombard and, more popularly, its Petite

These three comprise the company’s

Sirah and Zinfandel.

Heritage Portfolio.
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The vineyard in fall.

Jelly Bean and Slices Sangria, the latter
two of which originate in Spain. Those
two, along with Zin-Phomaniac and
Tie-Dye, were purchased in 2016 from
OFFBeat Brands.
Although the MWC sells a “tiny fraction”
of its wine through Amazon, Thornhill
maintains that the company prefers to
work through local retailers. It also sells
small amounts of wine in Canada, Europe
and Asia. And, in spite of the success of

Parducci lifestyle with Chardonnay and Pinot Noir.

egatniv wen gnigduJ nhoj

Jelly Bean and Slice, “ We don’t see
importing wines as being the future of
our business,” Thornhill says.

About The Author

“Although I pay attention to wine trends,”

Roger Morris is a Pennsylvania-based writer who contributes article

he says, “following trends is not what

to several publications, including Wine Enthusiast, Town & Country, The

we do.”

Drinks Business, Beverage Media and TheDailyMeal.com. Roger can be
reached at londonbritain@msn.com.
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Taste Salivations
by Kristine Austin

People often ask, “Is this a good wine?” and I always reply that if

and salivation so that we can better analyze what is going on

they like it, then it is a good wine. Tasting wine is so subjective

in our mouths.

and situational; everything is a variable. So, in my opinion, a
good place to start analyzing a wine is to assess those variables.
Situationally, some of those variables are mood, company (if
any), what you are eating (if anything), how long the wine has
been open, how the wine was stored.

There can be bottle to bottle variation or the possibility that the
wine was stored in less than optimal conditions. Subjectively,
those variables rest in your personal thresholds and experiences, your tolerance for bitter, the chemistry of your saliva and

IT’S ALL TONGUE
On a rudimentary level, we taste things because the tongue
has these little bumps called papillae, each papilla has taste
buds (around 100 each). Taste buds are comprised of taste receptor cells and other cells which take care of translating what
is in your mouth to what your brain understands is in your
mouth, or what we understand as tastes. There are five basic
tastes: sweet, sour, salty, bitter and umami.

saliva production. So let’s explore the hows and whys of taste

iStock
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Many of these taste perceptions are influenced by other tastes.

salivary rates increase dramatically so that more bicarbonate is

For those food lovers, we know that there is something magi-

produced neutralizing the decrease in pH and bringing it back

cal in combining sweet and savory. In wine, bitterness and

into balance. Clearly acidic food and drink lower the pH of our

sourness can be masked by sweetness. Another wine relevant

saliva, but also the natural bacteria in our mouths produce

interaction is that increases in ethanol levels tend to increase

acids when they metabolize carbohydrates. It would make

the perception of bitterness. Wine is a very complex unpre-

sense that more acidic wines would make us salivate more,

dictable matrix, so predicable correlations don’t usually exist.

but there may also be other things in wine that are effecting

This is why trials are always preferred before making additions.

our salivation.

Of all the tastes, the one that is most varied in perception
among individuals is bitterness. We have about 25 functional

Salivation is also affected by astringency. Astringency is not a

bitter taste receptor genes and just as some of our genes are

taste but a complex mouth sensation, usually described as a

expressed and some are not, the same is true with bitterness.

drying or puckering feeling on the oral surfaces of the mouth.

Some people have more receptors than others and are thus

The reason you experience this sensation is because saliva

more sensitive to bitterness.

contains proline-rich proteins (PRPs) and histidine-rich proteins
(histatins or HRPs) which bind to tannins (polyphenols)

THE SALIVA CONNECTION

creating this drying sensation. The tannins combine with these
proteins creating an insoluble complex which withdraws from

The other important variable in the way we taste and why we

solution, thus creating this drying feeling. This mechanism,

all have different perceptions of tastes has to do with our saliva.

which gives us the perception of astringency, will continue as

Salivary flow rates can vary from person to person and this base

long as there are tannins to complex with proteins. This can

rate is also influenced by stimulation (chewing, food, mental

create a feeling of tannin building up in the mouth, which we
have all perceived firsthand with repeated tasting.

iStock

Each mouth is physically different, so why do we ask for other
people’s opinions of wine, as if they can tell us what our mouth
is going to experience? When I’m asked for my opinion on a
wine I generally avoid talking about smells and flavors which,
while fun, are very subjective. Instead I talk about feelings. Ha,
you’re thinking that I’ve given a typically female response. I’m
not talking about emotions; I’m talking about sensations. I concentrate on analyzing the party that is happening in my mouth.
imagery). Saliva is mainly produced in three pairs of salivary
glands which drain into various locations in the mouth (mostly

A WELL-TRAINED MOUTH

under the tongue and on the roof of the mouth) through ducts.
Your mouth, if you train it, can give you so much information. I
Saliva generally has a pH somewhere between 5.6 and 7.6.

talk about which acids I might have detected in the wine.

The pH of your saliva is constantly monitored by your body.

I talk about whether or not I think I detected sugar. I talk about

Your salivary glands produce bicarbonate ions or HCO3 - which

where in my mouth I experienced astringency, and then I talk

help neutralize any increase in acidity. When we eat or drink,

about whether those things came into balance in my mouth
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or if there was something that felt disjointed and the possible

see if you can tell the difference. Maybe you will be able to

reasons why it felt that way. Conversation stopper? Sometimes,

distinguish them, or maybe not, there is no judgment here; this

but more often than not, it brings up this question, “How can

is about getting to know your own mouth. If malic and lactic

you tell those things?”

taste the same to you, then you’ll know that maybe you aren’t
the best judge of whether or not a wine has been through

How do you train your mouth? Well it’s simpler than you might

malolactic fermentation. Next, get to know bitterness by using

have thought. The best thing I ever did for my palate was to

quinine in water; find your bitterness threshold. It’s your mouth;

find out where I personally, because everyone is different,

why not get to know it?

experience the different tastes in my mouth. Everyone has
seen the chart of the tongue where it is sectioned off, this part

When I’m asked which wine is my favorite or what I’d like to

is where you taste acid, this part is where you taste sugar etc.

drink, my answer is always “a wine I haven’t tried yet.” Whether

There is some general truth to this diagram, however it isn’t

it’s a wine I haven’t tried, the same wine two days later or

entirely accurate. You should get to know your own tongue,

another bottle of something I had last week with spaghetti and

and besides it’s kind of fun to do anyway.

will have this week with steak, it’s going to be a new experience
and I can’t wait to see what my mouth is going to tell me

Prepare a sugar and water solution, take a cotton swab, dip it

about it.

in the solution and then carefully roll the swab back and forth
across your tongue from top to bottom. You might have to
dip a couple of times. Try not to stick your tongue back in your
mouth, but instead concentrate on any sensation that might
be different from another on your tongue. When you feel a
change in sensation, and it might not be a sense of sweetness
but just a feeling of activity, that is where you feel sugar on
your tongue. Voila! The idea is that if you get to know which
iStock

area of your tongue is sensitive to sugar, if you taste a wine
and that same area is activated, the wine probably has some
residual sugar.
If you are wondering how much sugar to put into solution, start
with a lot, so you make sure you experience it, then lower the

About The Author

levels until you can’t. Find your threshold. The same exercise

Kristine Austin could be considered an over-educat-

can be done with acid. Make a solution, take the cotton swab

ed migrant worker. With a degree in philosophy and

and see which areas of your tongue get excited. You can also

a degree in enology she travels the world making

get to know the different types of acids, because while all are

wine, working for great winemakers, doing the hard

sour, they actually do “taste” different. Malic is known for being

work and getting zero credit (but having very few

the harshest of acids, tartaric being somewhere in the middle

responsibilities). Kristine can be reached at

and lactic is known for being a softer acid. You can experience

kristine.austin@gmail.com

this firsthand by putting the same amounts of these acids into
water and comparing them. Swish them around, spit them out,
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by Mike Botwin

I

n the fall of 2017, my wife and I traveled to Russia with,

eastern shore of the Black Sea some 60 miles southeast of the

of course, wine touring on the agenda. While Moscow

crossing to the Crimean Peninsula and about 200 miles north

and St. Petersburg have long been on my “must-see

of Sochi. It was founded in the 2nd century BCE as a Greek

list,” what really sparked my interest was my coming across the

trading port. An archaeological site near the shore celebrates

2014 book Russian Wine Country—Sleeping Beauty Awakens, by

its Greek past. There are several wine regions in Russia,

Charles Borden. Borden, an American who has lived in Russia

including the newly “annexed” Crimea, but the Anapa region

for over 20 years, is a food and wine writer based in Moscow

is by far the biggest and most important.

(with a day job at a French private equity fund).

ANAPA — AN ALMOST
After reading his book, I emailed Charles to get suggestions on

MEDITERRANEAN CLIMATE

visiting wineries in Russia. He responded with an invitation to
meet him during the mid-October harvest in the Black Sea

The climate here is almost Mediterranean, with warm to hot,

resort town of Anapa. He also arranged a guide and translator,

dry summers and a long growing season. It’s on the same

Natalia German, for us.

parallel as the vineyards of Bordeaux, Italy’s Piedmont and
Oregon. The Black Sea provides a great moderating influence.

With Natalia as our guide we went sightseeing for three days in

Rainfall is sufficient so that the vineyards are not irrigated. It is

Moscow and four in St. Petersburg. We also arranged a three-

one of Russia’s major fruit and vegetable growing regions. Near

day private tour of several towns in the Golden Ring—which

the shore the terrain is rather flat with rich, deep soils but just

form a string of some of the oldest and best preserved country

a few miles inland are the foothills of the Caucasus Mountains

towns in Russia.

and rocky, limestone-based soils.

Then off to Anapa, leaving St. Petersburg and three days of

The wine culture in the Anapa region goes back to the Greeks,

grim, rainy and 45-degree weather behind, to encounter 65

making it one of world’s oldest wine areas. The Soviet era saw

degrees and welcoming sun. This resort town is on the north-

the forming of several massive “state wine farms” in this zone,
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each with thousands of planted acres producing a flood of

However, there are several regional varieties of interest. Topping

“commodity wines” and large amounts of grape juice.

this list for me are two reds: Knasnostop, full-bodied and firmly
structured, and the Georgian high acid and spicy, Saperavi.

In 1985, President Gorbachev initiated an anti-alcohol program

Other regional reds are the Ukrainian bred hybrid, Golubok and

targeting not only vodka but wine as well. The program result-

the tannic Tsimlyansky Black. On the white side are the aromatic

ed in a two-thirds reduction in vineyard acreage, from which

Sibirkovy, the Georgian Rkatsiteli and the Ukrainian cross,

the industry is still smarting. In 1992, with the collapse of the

Pervenets Magaracha. In general I found the Russian wines to

U.S.S.R., the state farm system was privatized. Today, the Anapa

be medium-to full-bodied with moderate levels of both acid

region has in the order of 40 “serious” wineries which fall into

and alcohol and not overly fruity.

three categories: 1) large-scale producers that use converted
state wine farm facilities, 2) modern-era mid-scale facilities, and

With Charles in the lead we visited six wineries, two in each of

3) what Charles Borden refers to as “garage wineries.”

the three above-mentioned categories. I’ll start with the former

		

state wine farms.

Many of these garage winemakers have not licensed due to
the current Russian regulations that put them in the same tax

FANAGORIA ESTATE WINERY

category as large industrial producers, including vodka
manufactures—such licenses are very expensive. Many now

The Fanagoria Estate Winery lies about 20 miles north of

plan to obtain a license under the new winery license regime

Anapa and very close to Crimea. The original 1950s state farm

that recently took effect. Undeterred, these small wineries

buildings belie the most up-to-date stainless tanks and other

openly sell their wares without the government seals at their

equipment within. Their 6000 acres of vineyard are planted

wineries, at local fairs and at industry functions— an “above the
table black market.” When asked about this practice I was told
“welcome to Russia, this is how things work here.”

WELCOME TO “RUSSIAN” WINE
Another of those “welcome to Russia” items is the beverage
made from what is known as “wine material”. Charles Borden
estimates that more than 80% of “wines” produced and labelled
Russia are mostly sweet wines and low tier sparkling wines of
the sweeter style that Russians favor that are made from
imported bulk wines or concentrates--from grapes as well as
other fruits.
Most of the varieties grown in the Anapa region are of French
origin and arrived in the 19th and 20th century. They include
the usual suspects: Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc,
Merlot, Malbec, Syrah and Pinot Noir on the red side and the
whites Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, Aligote and Riesling.

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G
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with both international and regional varieties. They produce
an amazing array of beverages from a supermarket bag-in-

by George Medovoy

the-box series to excellent high end varietals plus a line of
very impressive wines from regional varieties. In addition, they
produce ice wines, brandies and sparkling wines. These latter
wines run the gamut from top tier classic method sparklers to
charmat made off-dry bubblies to Muscat based sweeties. The
facility has its own barrel making factory using Caucasian oak
as well as a ceramic studio. They generate their own power and
have their own water supply while employing 1,500 folks to
carry out these tasks. The nearby Black Sea plays a major part
in moderating the climate but is no help in alleviating
t h e occasional damaging cold winds that come off

Karagezidi Yannis Vinery

the Eastern European steppes. The hospitality here, led by the
English speaking Vladimir Pukish, was outstanding.

portion of which is made by classic methods from grapes
(Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Pinot Blanc and Riesling) sourced from

Abrau Durso

their small estate vineyard and neighboring vineyards. Their
top end can hold its own with the world’s best.
In the modern winery category we visited Old Greek Winery
Courtyard, which lies a few miles north of Anapa, run by, of
course, a Russian-Greek family. My first impression of the winery was that it was a tourist trap with its “over-the-top” Greek
temple main building. But what a surprise upon entering the
spotless production facility and encountering, yes, a serious
winery! Their 70-acre estate vineyard, founded by Valery
Aslanov, a former director of a huge U.S.S.R. State winery,
produces 15,000 cases. Peter, who has 33 years in the

Russia’s premier sparkling wine house, Abrau Durso, is

industry under Valery, is the lauded winemaker. Peter is a

situated in an idyllic setting surrounded by mountain forests

believer in extended aging of his wines. His 4-year- old Saperavi

and overlooking a beautiful lake. This summer tourist attraction

and Knasnostop made me a believer as well.

is located about 30 miles south of Anapa and a few miles from
the Sea. The handsome main building, constructed from local

The other “modern” winery we visited, Domaine Burnier, was

stone, dates to the winery’s founding in 1860 by Russian

still in the process of putting the finishing touches on their

royalty. The complex includes over 3 ½ miles of the original

striking modern Swiss designed facility. The husband (he’s

caves and tunnels dug into the hills along with a lake-side bou-

Swiss) and wife (Maria, our charming hostess, is Russian) also

tique hotel. Since its privatization in the 1990s the facility has

run a winery in western Switzerland (wow! two harvests each

seen a major production modernization program. Today it

fall). Their 115-acre vineyard is picture perfect as it gently

produces over a million cases of sparkling wine, a significant

slopes down a southwest facing ridge and frames the all-
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white winery. The soils in the upper portion of the slope are

run by the “bigger than life” Russian of Greek heritage Yanis

marl, which is thought to be beneficial to the retention of grape

Karakezidi; a man of multiple talents and abundant energy.

acidity. Whites are planted here. The soils in the lower portion

Besides being a winemaker, Yanis is an accomplished jazz

are rich and heavy which are believed to be better suit-

flutist, painter, a farmer who also raises goats, ducks and tur-

ed for reds. Extended barrel aging is a passion here. I was

keys and an all-encompassing bonvivant. Acting as his own

most impressed by their 9-year-old Cabernet Sauvignon,

general contractor and with the aid of his architect daughter,

4-year-old Cabernet Franc and a 7-year-old Knasnostop.

Yanis has built the winery, underground aging cellar, his home,

All beautifully balanced.

hospitality center, a small motel and is in the process of
completing a cultural event center. His focus is to produce

Former architect Vadim and his wife Olga produce about 1,000

“natural” wines; wines with little intervention by man. His wines

cases of wine from their Berdyaev Winery, which is attached to

have quite a cult following, particularly in Moscow, and accord-

their home (yes, a true garage winery) in a residential neigh-

ingly high prices.

borhood a few miles north of Anapa. The grapes from their 7
acres, six of which are from a small section of a nearby 250-acre

Over lunch which included turkey shish-ke-bab (from home-

“communal” vineyard, are supplemented with produce from

grown turkeys) and homemade feta cheese, we tasted several

local vineyards. Their aim is to produce well-structured, fresh

of his beautifully balanced wines. The Cabernet Sauvignon still

wines with little or no oak influence. Their hospitality, which in-

lingers on my palate!

cluded homemade meat pies, was most appreciated. Sales of
their wines are from their cellar door and through local farmers

All in all a good adventure, a peek into a country with a great

markets and fairs.

history and culture. The people were friendly, helpful and most
hospitable, particularly those encountered in the wine
country. Russian wines have a place in the world of quality
wines — my favorites being from the international varieties of
the two Cabernets (Sauvignon and Franc) and their own Knasnostop and Saperavi, plus the classic method sparkling wines.
Acknowledgments: This trip would not have been possible
without the help and encouragement of Charles Borden and
Natalia German or my wife, Caroline, and I salute all of them.

Wines of Berdyaev

The standouts for me were the herbal 2010 Cabernet Franc
and the bright 2016 Sauvignon Blanc. At the $10 range they’re
great buys.

KARAKEZIDI WINEMAKING HOUSE

About The Author
Mike Botwin, is a long time AWS member and director of
the San Luis Obispo, California chapter. He’s been a wine
appreciation educator since 1973. A self-described wine
touring addict, he’s visited wineries in 47 countries as well

Nestled in the foothills south east of Anapa is the complex of

in all U.S. states. He can be reached at botwin@att.net

buildings that comprise the Karakezidi Winemaking House
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21 Wines to Watch

Ellen Landis, CS, CSW

Navarro Vineyards | 2016 Deep End Blend Gewürztraminer
Anderson Valley, California

blackberries, cassis, a touch of mint, semi-sweet chocolate and unobtrusive oak weaving an intricate pattern on the palate. Well-structured with fine balance, firm tannins, and impressive length.

Wow, perfumed aromatics leave no doubt Gewürz is in this glass. Juicy passion fruit, lychee, citrus
blossom, a dash of herbs, guava and lemon drops entwine with tinges of wet stone, and
invigorating acidity provides ideal balance. Sleek, refined and silky in texture with a buoyant finale.

Food pairing: Steak teppanyaki | SRP: $52 | www.estate1856.com

Food pairing: Acorn squash with ginger orange sauce | SRP: $29 | www.navarrowine.com

Hold your horses, here comes a mind-blowing Petite Sirah to savor. Deeply fruited with aromas
of warm blackberry pie, for starters. On the palate, concentrated blackberry, spicy plum preserves, a twist of black peppercorns, licorice, and earthy notes meld deliciously. Rich and jammy
with firm tannins and a long finish. Seek out the 2015 True Grit Reserve if the 2014 is sold out.

Le Cadeau Vineyard | 2015 Rocheux Pinot Noir | Willamette Valley, Oregon
Rich and elegant with sweet-scented berry fruits on the nose. The enchanting flavors
are reminiscent of a walk in the forest with hints of damp earth, wild mushrooms, cardamom,
raspberries, cherries, strawberries and a solid stream of minerality traversing the palate.
An underpinning of French oak spice adds a delightful dimension, ideally positioned without
being over the top.
Food pairing: Mushroom strudel | SRP: $50 | www.lecadeauvineyard.com
Basel Cellars Estate Winery | 2016 “2901” White Blend
Columbia Valley/Walla Walla Valley, Washington
The mouthwatering aroma and exhilarating entry of this 60% Semillon and 40% Sauvignon
Blanc blend are captivating. Guava, passion fruit, pineapple and a pinch of lemon zest burst
onto the palate. The Semillon was in neutral French oak, and the Sauv Blanc 100% stainless;
vivacious and satisfying.
Food pairing: Chicken breast with tarragon cream | SRP: $25 | www.baselcellars.com
Seebass Vineyards | 2014 Grand Reserve Syrah | Mendocino, California
The provocative aromas are oh-so-enticing. In the mouth, this sensual Syrah is lush and pure
with lovely weight and a velvety smooth texture. Notes of blackberry, cassis, roasted meat, fresh
herbs, clove and cinnamon blend in perfect harmony. A kick of savory spice on the lingering
finish keeps you fully engaged and wanting more.
Food pairing: Stir fried five-spice pork | SRP: $47 | www.seebassvineyards.com
Hanna Winery & Vineyards | 2016 Sauvignon Blanc | Russian River Valley, California
Inviting aromas of a bowl of tropical fruit put you in a sunshine mood. Crisp and refreshing
with flavors of citrusy lime and grapefruit, fresh sliced peaches, nectarines, and crushed herb
accents energizing the palate. Zippy acids keep the wine balanced, and the wine shows vigor
and vibrancy all the way through.
Food pairing: Goat cheese, parsley and sage crostini | SRP: $19 | www.hannawinery.com

Parducci Wine Cellars | 2014 True Grit Petite Sirah | Mendocino, California

Food pairing: Gorgonzola beef filet | SRP: $30 | www.parducci.com
Walla Walla Vintners | 2012 Cut Bank Vineyard Vottavo
Walla Walla Valley, Washington
Scents of earth and forest fruit wow the senses. This finely crafted blend is composed of 47%
Sangiovese, 32% Merlot and 21% Cab Sauv. Dried cherry, earthy notes of Sangio mesh
harmoniously with the berry flavors and smooth texture of Merlot, and cassis, tobacco, and firm
tannins provided by the Cab Sauv. Toasty oak is well integrated, with two years in the barrel,
followed by two plus years in the bottle. Approachable now, and cellarworthy.
Food pairing: Cannellini bean/tomato pasta |SRP: $60 www.wallawallavintners.com
DAMA Wines | 2013 Grenache | Columbia Valley, Washington
Remarkably light on its feet, this 100% Grenache is lively, flavor-packed, and easy to quaff. Oodles of red raspberries, Rainier cherries, and dried cranberries fill the mouth, accented by savory
notes and a hint of white pepper. The wine finishes as delightfully as it starts, with brightness
and elegance.
Food pairing: Manchego cheese atop walnut toast | SRP: $38 | www.damawines.com
Balletto Vineyards & Winery | 2014 Pinot Noir - 18 Barrel | Sonoma Coast, California
The scents that rise from the glass are irresistible. Forest floor, cherry, raspberry and earthy notes
gracefully unwind onto the palate, with accents of exotic spice and mushrooms adding further
complexity. Purity abounds, and eighteen months of French barrel aging contributes understated oak nuances. Stylish and precise, finishing with a flair.
Food pairing: Balsamic glazed salmon | SRP: $48 | www.ballettovineyards.com
Tightrope Winery | 2016 Riesling | Okanagan Valley, British Columbia, Canada
Tree fruit and subtle herb aromas are engaging the moment you raise the glass. Crisp and juicy
as flavors of Granny Smith apples, white peaches and fresh squeezed orange juice energize the
palate. Hints of minerality and lime zest are revealed on the bright finish.

Estate 1856 | 2013 Duvall’s Prospect | Dry Creek Valley, California
Food pairing: Dungeness crab rémoulade salad | SRP: $19.05 | www.tightropewinery.ca
This beautifully nuanced Bordeaux blend crafted of 76% Cabernet Sauvignon, 12% Malbec and
12% Petit Verdot kicks off with wild berries and spice on the nose. Compelling with concentrated
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Palencia Wine Company | 2013 El Viñador Petit Verdot | Wahluke Slope, Washington

Waterbrook Winery | 2014 Reserve Malbec | Columbia Valley, Washington

The brilliant hue and fragrant violet and berry fruits on the nose are divine. Lip smacking and
juicy with black plums, wild berries, bittersweet chocolate, and graphite, underscored by hints
of toast and oak spice from 100% French oak aging. Solidly structured with a spine of refined
tannins, skillful balance, and a long finish that extends the delight.

Robust and expressive from the intense aroma, to the sturdy structure and sweet tannins,
through the last tasty drop. Ripe plums, blackberries, and black currant liqueur at the core are
accented by cinnamon, vanilla toffee, and toasty oak tones from new and seasoned American
and French oak. Nicely weighted and balanced with plenty of personality.

Food pairing: Seared tri-tip | SRP: $50 | www.palenciawine.com

Food pairing: Lamb tagine | SRP: $23 | www.waterbrook.com

L’Ecole No. 41 | 2014 Pepper Bridge Vineyard Apogee
Walla Walla Valley, Washington

Karmei Yosef Winery | 2012 BRAVDO Merlot | Samson, Israel

This stunning blend of 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 31% Merlot, 15% Malbec and 4% Petit
Verdot displays firm tannins, fine-tuned balance, and beautiful extraction of fruit. Bing cherries,
black raspberries, blueberries, spice, hints of earth, and well managed oak simply shine. Pure
and energetic with a kiss of roasted coffee on the engaging finish.

Earth and smoked meat aromas tempt the senses as this full-bodied Merlot approaches the
nose. Coating the mouth are concentrated flavors of blackberry, blueberry, and black cherry
fruit, joining appealing accents of eucalyptus, fresh earth and a hint of tobacco. Balanced and
flavorsome with a silken texture, and savory notes add allure on the pleasing finish.
Food pairing: Lime-zested sweet potato soup | SRP: $32 | http://www.bravdo.co.il/home

Food pairing: Beef daube | SRP: $55 | www.lecole.com
Trojak~Knier Winery | 2015 Syrah | Napa Valley, California
Husch Vineyards | 2013 Knoll Vineyard Pinot Noir | Anderson Valley, California
Aromas of summer strawberries and a touch of exotic spice on the nose are enchanting. Coating
the mouth are well-balanced flavors of spiced cherry jam, star anise, cola, vanillin, cedar,
pomegranate seeds, and black tea, with a subtle suggestion of leather. The finish is fresh and
lifted with a touch of citrus; polished and delectable.

A rich fragrance of grilled meat and black fruits set the stage for this intensely flavored,
powerfully structured Syrah. Distinctive layers of wild forest blackberries, pungent spice, a touch
of smoke, and ideally ripe black plums frame a firm backbone of tannins. The mouth feel is
luxurious and the balance is meticulous. I envision a long life ahead for this beauty, if you have
the patience to wait.

Food pairing: Duck spring rolls | SRP: $40 | www.huschvineyards.com

Food pairing: Spice encrusted roasted pork | SRP: $64 | www.trojakknier.com

Black Star Farms | 2016 Arcturos Sauvignon Blanc | Leelanau Peninsula, Michigan

Canoe Ridge Vineyard | 2014 The Explorer Red Blend
Horse Heaven Hills, Washington

This zesty and well-defined Sauvignon Blanc combines all my favorite components of this
variety. Fresh grapefruit, crushed herbs, star fruit, lime zest and just the right touch of grassiness
create a striking mouthful of flavors that stimulate the palate. The bracing level of acidity rocks,
and carries this refreshing wine to a long-lived finish.

This full-bodied blend, composed of 58% Syrah, 33% Merlot and 9% Malbec, is wonderfully
aromatic. Succulent flavors of black cherries, wild raspberries and blueberries, roasted meat,
olive tapenade and spicy oak notes fill the palate. Rich with soft tannins, and nicely balanced
from start to lingering finish.

Food pairing: Tilapia with tarragon citrus butter | SRP: $21 | www.blackstarfarms.com
Food pairing: Beef and broccoli stir-fry | SRP: $22 | www.canoeridgevineyard.com
Tenbrink Family Vineyards | 2015 Petite Sirah | Suisun Valley, California
Here is a blockbuster Petite Sirah that keeps its power well managed. Dark fruit and spice aromas are mirrored on the palate as luscious flavors of dense black cherry, vanilla bean, boysenberry, and savory notes unfold. Opulent and velvety with a solid backbone of firm tannins. I
see this gem aging marvelously, while the impressive balance also makes it easy to quaff now.

About The Author
Ellen Landis, CS, CSW, is a published wine writer, certified sommelier,

Food pairing: Smoked baby back ribs | SRP: $50 | www.tenbrinkvineyards.com
E16 Winery | Firefall 2014 Grenache Blanc | Fair Play, El Dorado, California
From Baby Rattlesnake Vineyard comes this mouthwatering dry white wine. Aromas and flavors
of crisp green apples, Bartlett pears, clementine oranges, a hint of anise and a touch of fresh
herbs are heavenly. Subtle oak keeps the focus on the fruit, and brisk acidity is a perfect
accompaniment. Juicy and mouth coating; a deftly crafted Grenache Blanc.

wine educator and professional wine judge. She spent four years as a sommelier
at the Ritz Carlton and sixteen years as Wine Director/Sommelier at the award
winning boutique hotel she and her husband built and operated in Half Moon
Bay, CA. They recently sold the hotel to devote more time to the world of wine.
Ellen is a moderator for highly acclaimed w i n e e v e n t s , j u d g e s n u m e ro u s
re g i o n a l , n a t i o n a l a n d international wine competitions each year, and cre-

Food pairing: Lemon garlic roasted chicken | SRP: $32 | www.e16winery.com

ates and executes wine seminars for individuals and corporations. She has
traveled extensively to wine regions around the globe.
Contact Ellen at ellen@ellenonwine.com
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heavily damaged. Some vintners

• Due to heat in late August and early

and growers are just return-

September the majority (90% reported

ing to their properties, so more

in Napa Valley and Sonoma County, 75%

information will be forthcoming.

in Mendocino County) of the 2017

• I t ’s been repor ted that,
except in areas where the speed
and intensity of fires was the
greatest, vineyards did not burn due to

WINE INSTITUTE UPDATE:
Recovery from Fires in Northern
California Wine Regions

by Jim Rink

harvest was completed prior to the start of
the fires. Remaining on the vines are
primarily late-ripening red grapes, mostly
thick-skinned Cabernet Sauvignon.

their high moisture content and helped

• Smoke or heat from the fires did not

to save structures near or surrounded by

impact fermenting wine or wine that

vineyards. In previous fire incidents, vine-

had already been bottled. Wine

yards have acted as fire-breaks.

inventories from previous vintages were

STATUS:

generally unharmed.

• As of Oct. 20, significant progress has been

• Mendocino, Napa and Sonoma, repre-

made in bringing the fires under control

sent about 12 percent of overall Califor-

• The 2017 growing season presented

with full containment expected soon.

nia winegrape production combined.

vintners in Mendocino, Napa and Sonoma

Favorable weather conditions will

California accounts for 85% of U.S. wine

with grapes of outstanding quality. They

continue, according to forecasts.

production and is the fourth leading wine

are optimistic about the 2017 vintage and

producer in the world.

expect it to be excellent.

• With most of the harvest picked prior to
ECONOMIC IMPACT:

the fires and evacuations lifted, winery and
vineyard owners are bringing in the

• It is too early to reliably estimate the

remaining grapes while ensuring

economic impact on the affected regions.

employee safety and assessing quality.

Fires destroyed or damaged a report-

• Most winer y tasting rooms have

ed 6,000 structures – mainly homes, and

reopened for business. People planning to

many belonged to people who work

visit should not cancel their trips. Now is

in the California wine industry. Major loss

the time to visit and support wine country.

and damage to wineries and vineyards,
however, was not widespread.

WINERIES/VINEYARDS:

• Some wineries and vineyards in these
• Of the approximately 1,200 wineries in

regions continued to operate despite the

Mendocino, Napa and Sonoma counties,

challenging conditions and many more

the regions most impacted, it is reported
that fewer than ten have been destroyed or
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HARVEST:

are now open for business. These wine
communities will emerge stronger and
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

wall and acrylic back racking contribute to

more connected than ever.

the sparse and uncluttered appearance of

CRAFT BEVERAGE REFORM ACT

a wine cellar.

REDUCES TAX BURDEN

This type of racking is highly functional and

WineAmerica released the following

space-efficient, minimalistic in design, but

statement after Senator Jim Inhofe

exuding timeless elegance. Building an

(R-Oklahoma) became the 51st member

Invisible Wine Rack Series design in your

of the United States Senate to officially
endorse the Craft Beverage Modernization

sentatives Erik Paulsen (R-MN) and Ron Kind

and Tax Reform Act (S. 236). Senator Inhofe

(D-WI), has also garnered 281 co-sponsors

co-sponsoring the bill means that now a

from both sides of the aisle.

majority of members from both the House

home will protect your wine investment
as well as a smart investment for building value in your home. With over 30 years
of professional experience, Wine Cellar

INVISIBLE WINE RACK

Innovations professional consultants are

The trend towards modern design in

ready to create a free design and help you

custom wine cellars has picked up the pace

achieve the contemporary look your seek

“Wine is truly an all-American beverage

over the last year or so. Recently, Wine

for your wine cellar project.

produced in all 50 states. There are now

Cellar Innovations has launched another

more than 10,000 wineries with grapes

addition to its Contemporary and Modern

from over 670,000 acres preserving

Wine Racks line-up: the Invisible Wine Rack

precious agricultural land, The American

Series. The racking style from this series is

wine industry’s total economic impact of

aptly named. The material used for the racks

nearly $220 billion includes 1.7 million jobs

is acrylic which is a widely popular mate-

and $75 billion in wages,” said Jim Trezise,

rial in the plastics industry. The Invisible

President of WineAmerica, the national

Wine Rack Series in particular are crafted

association of American wineries. “We are

from sturdy 1/2-inch thick, clear acrylic that

grateful that so many Senators see wine as

gives it that ethereal transparent look.

of Representatives and United States
Senate support this legislation.

an economic engine as well as a delightful
beverage that enhances the quality of life.”

(D-OR) and Roy Blunt (R-MO) in January,

concept where neck holders give the

the bipartisan legislation creates a fair

elegant appearance of floating wine

and equitable tax structure for brewers,

bottles. Essentially, wine bottles will be

winemakers, distillers and importers of all

securely held via specialized wine slots. The

beverage alcohol, which will allow them to

result is a high end modern feel to your

continue to invest in their businesses and

wine room while maximizing on the bottle

grow jobs across the country.

storage capacity. Just like the Modern Wine

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

ext 321.

Wine Rack Series takes large sections and
parses them out like a riddling wine rack

the U.S. House of Representatives by Repre-

(181381@email4pr.com) at 800-229-9813

As far as configurations go, the Invisible

Introduced by Senators Ron Wyden

H.R. 747, identical legislation introduced in

For more information, contact Erica Fisk

Cellar Series, the Invisible Wine Rack Series
also produces that “floating” illusion for the
wine bottles. The addition of a glass wine
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ADVERTISE IN THE AWS WINE JOURNAL TODAY!
When you advertise in the Wine Journal, you align your brand with the oldest and largest consumerbased wine appreciation organization in North America.
Our articles are fresh, creative and educational. We continually work with our writers to deliver articles that
educate our readers and keep them engaged in the wine industry. Issues include articles on…
			People, places, events and trends in the wine industry
			The art and science of wine-making for amateurs and professionals
			Fascinating facts and information about wine and wine tasting
		Travel stories from romantic wineries to exotic locals
		Food, recipes and complimentary wine parings to please any palate

Contact AWS today to place your ad in Wine Journal.
David Falchek | 888.297.9070 | (fax) 570.344.4825 | executivedirector@americanwinesociety.org

a m e r i c a n w i n e s o c i e t y. o r g

CORRECTION
In the previous issue of the Journal (Fall
2017), in an article about kosher wines
referencing Herzog Wine Cellars, some of
the photos that appeared in the print
version of the article were not provided by
Herzog and were not representative of the
winery’s product line. We regret the error.
Please refer to the online version of the
article for more accurate photos and
descriptive cutlines.
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NEXT ISSUE OF
THE JOURNAL
The Science of Terroir
A fine wine speaks of its origins. It is a
product of a specific place and time.

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

ADVERTISE WITH US!

WHO READS THE JOURNAL?
The Wine Journal reaches
a targeted market of
sophisticated and
knowledgeable wine
consumers. Of the members,
98% drink wine every
week, 60% buy at least
ten cases of wine yearly,
and 35% make wine. 60%
of Wine Journal readers
travel to wine regions
at least once per year.

AD RESERVATION
AND REMITTANCE
American Wine Society
Att: David Falchek
PO Box 889 | Scranton, PA 18501
888-AWS-9070 | (fax) 937.529.7888
executivedirector@americanwinesociety.org

Get Intimate Insights Into The Wine World Of

BORDEAUX
BURGUNDY / CHAMPAGNE
GERMANY / ALSACE

www.ombiasypr.com	
  
aschiller@ombiasypr.com	
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-‐
-‐

drink	
  ultra	
  premium	
  wines	
  
dine	
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  Michelin-‐star	
  level	
  
meet	
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share	
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  winepairing	
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French	
  and	
  German	
  culture.	
  

A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G

AD SUBMISSION
TECHNICAL QUESTIONS
The Blue Guy, LLC
Att: Steve Porter
2185 Britt Street
Grayson, GA 30017
404.925.2677
steve@theblueguy.com

The American Wine Society
is the official
journal of the American Wine Society,
a non-profit educational organization
dedicated to the education of its
members and the general public
on all aspects of wine.
The Wine Journal is a quarterly
publication and is sent to all
AWS members, either
electronically or in print.
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Address Service
Requested

Follow AWS
A M E R I C A N W I N E S O C I E T Y. O R G
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